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In this chapter, we are demonstrate how to set-up an amplitude-modulation (AM) AFM for 

tapping mode operation. We use a Cypher scanning probe microscope from Asylum Research.  

We employ our techniques for tip characterization and discuss the attractive and repulsive 

regimes.  

A detailed video for this demonstration can be found here. 

 

Brief introduction of an AFM system 
An AFM system includes a cantilever with a sharp tip to scan and sense a sample’s surface. In 

the typical (2020) setup, a laser beam needs to be placed on the front end (Figure 1) of the 

cantilever to detect its position and to be able to take a reference to move the cantilever 

towards or away from the sample’s surface. There are different types of cantilevers where 

several properties can vary from the dimensions of the cantilever, the coatings on the tip, and 

the materials it is made of. Criteria on how to choose the cantilever depends on purposes 

defined by the experiments and the sample’s properties. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Laser Beam place on the front end of the cantilever. 
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Calibrating the cantilever 
In tapping mode, the cantilever is oscillating at its resonance frequency with a certain amplitude. 

The resonance frequency can be found using thermal analysis (Figure 2). As for the cantilever’s 

parameters (such as spring constant, quality factor etc.), these can be tuned by fitting a 

Lorentzian to the thermal curve (Figure 3). The thermal data simply makes the cantilever 

oscillate due to random motion of molecules in the air. The energy of these molecules is 

dependent on the equipartition theorem and therefore on temperature. Simple models are 

employed to fit the curve. If your AFM lacks thermal fitting one can always select the peak by 

inspection and apply the equipartition theorem: 1/2kBT=average energy of each degree of 

freedom of the cantilever.  

 

 
Figure 2: Thermal analysis panel. 
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Figure 3: Fitting the thermal curve to extract the quality factor and spring constant. 

 

 

Steps to approach the tip to the surface 

1. Insert the cantilever into its holder 
(Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4 

2. Fix the cantilever holder on the 
Cypher head (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5 
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3.  Place sample area of interest 
towards the center of scan plate. 
You can use magnets to hold the 
sample holder on the Cypher scan 
plate (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6 

4.  Click on the "standard" tab then 
"topography" and "AC Air 
Topography". This indicates that 
we will operate the tapping mode 
in air. Choosing the appropriate 
mode will set up some basic 
parameters for you, so you don't 
need to adjust it afterward (Figure 
7). 

 
Figure 7 

5. Use the Igor software to put the 
laser spot (Figure 8), find the focus 
of the tip (Figure 9) and the focus of 
the sample (Figure 10).  
 

 

Figure 8: Use the "spot on"(red circle) to 
place the laser spot. The directional arrows 
in the orange circle can be used to adjust 
the position. 
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Figure 9: Ensure that the "Move Focus" is 
activated. Arrows in yellow rectangle can 
be used to adjust the focus on the tip. 
Use the "SET" button to register the 
focus position. 

 

 
Figure 10: Use arrow keys to focus on the 
sample. Then accept the focus position by 
clicking on the "SET" tab. 
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6. Click Move to pre-engage 
(Figure 11). 

 
Figure 11 

7. The cantilever should be 
driven at the resonance 
frequency. To find the natural 
frequency, you need to 
perform the Thermal test 
(Figure 12). After the thermal 
test, copy the frequency on 
the thermal tab and paste it 
in the main tab of the master 
panel (Figure 13). 

 
Figure 4 

 

 

 
Figure 13 

 

 

 

Figure 2
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8. Now the free amplitude can 
now be adjusted. Usually for 
this system, I set the amplitude 
to about 100 millivolts and the 
set point to 80% of the free 
amplitude (80 millivolts) (Figure 
14). This corresponds to 
approximate 5 nm of free 
amplitude A0 and 4 nm of Set 
point. This would be a soft 
engage since the energy of the 
free cantilever is approximately 
1/2kAo

2 (k is the spring constant 
not Boltzmann’s constant).  

 
 

Figure 14 

9.  The phase should be 90 
degrees so adjust the phase to 
90 degrees and zero the PD 
(Figure 15). 

 

 
Figure 15 

10. Then approach the cantilever 
by clicking on the "Tip 
Approaching" button on the 
engage panel (Figure 16). 

 
Figure 16 
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Checking tip status - Critical amplitude method 
As a key trait of dynamic AFM, there is a minimum (or critical) free amplitude Ac for the 

cantilever to transition abruptly from the attractive to the repulsive force regimes for a given 

set-up1-5. An example has been shown in Figure 17. The cantilever is in the repulsive regime 

when intermittent mechanical contact between the tip and sample prevails. While it is in the 

attractive regime, when the tip–sample interaction mainly involves non-contact. In Amplitude 

Phase Displacement (APD) curves (Figure 18), the amplitude, phase lag, and deflection are 

recorded. When the phase of a free oscillating cantilever lies above 90°, the average force is 

attractive (attractive regime) and when it lies below 90°, the average force is repulsive (repulsive 

regime). This is a rule of thumb method to distinguish between intermittent and non-

intermittent mechanical contact that was established at the end of the 90s and beginning of the 

first decade of the century by several groups. For details see the work by Garcia et al.2 For small 

free amplitudes, the attractive regime prevails for all perturbed amplitudes. As the (free) 

amplitude is increased, there is a range of values of free amplitudes for which bi-stability is 

observed.  

 
Figure 5: The Critical Amplitude of the tip. 
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Bi-stability is a sharp stochastic transition from attractive to repulsive regimes (Figure 19). The 

range of free amplitudes where this abrupt jump occur is defined as the range of critical 

amplitude. The critical amplitude is the minimum value of free amplitude (A) required to transit 

from the attractive to the repulsive regime at resonance6-16. The critical amplitude depends on 

cantilever–sample properties and can only be defined as a range. The magnitude of the chosen 

free amplitude determines the regime. So, to image in the attractive regime set the free below 

the critical amplitude usually  

Figure 6: The APD curve. 
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Figure 7: Bi-stability curve. 

 

about half of the critical amplitude8,10. To image in the repulsive regime, increase the free 

amplitude above the critical amplitude7. In this case, you can double the value of the critical 

amplitude. To find the critical amplitude, a force – distance curve rather than imaging needs to 

be plotted. Force plot is used to find the binding forces between the tip and the sample while 

imaging is use to determine the topography of the sample. Note that as the tip wears away the 

critical amplitude will increase and it might happen that you are imaging in the repulsive regime 

and eventually a transition to the attractive regime occurs during imaging. This is because the 

tip radius has increased. You will have to increase A0 in order to image in the repulsive regime. 

See for example Ref. 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps to find the critical amplitude 
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1. Click on the master panel 
and click on the force tab 
panel (Figure 20). 

 
Figure 20 

2. Set the cantilever 
amplitude to about 100 
millivolts and set point 80 
milli-volts. 

 

3. Click on the engage button. 
And now set the force 
distance to about 30nm 
(Figure 21). 

 
Figure 21 

4. The force-distance is how 
long the force- distance 
cycle will be, provided a 
trigger point isn’t arrived at 
before that. The trigger 
point is defined as the 
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minimum value of 
amplitude that is reached 
before the tip is retracted 
while recording APD curves. 
Set the trigger point to 30 
millivolts (Figure 22). 

 

 
Figure 22 

5.  Move the mouse to the 
white bar on the left of the 
master panel and Shift right 
click. This help sets the 
start distance to be the 
force distance above the 
current Z position (Figure 
23). 

  
Figure 23 

6.  Now click on the single 
force tab (Figure 24). 

 

 
Figure 24 
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7. Keep increasing the free 
amplitude gradually and 
repeating the force plot 
until the abrupt jump is 
observed. As explained 
earlier, bi-stability exist in a 
range of free amplitude, 
and the minimum 
amplitude it occurs is the 
critical amplitude. 

 

 

Examples of force curves and their interpretation in 
the literature  
 

The attractive and the repulsive regimes and bi-stability 

 

In the paper “A method to provide rapid in situ determination of tip radius in dynamic atomic 

force microscopy”4, we showed (Figure 8) examples of phase (top) and amplitude (bottom) 

curves taken on a mica sample with the Cypher AFM.  

 

 
Figure 8: Experimental APD curves (a) and (b) below Ac and (c) and (d) at Ac where bi-stability is present. (a) and (b) 
Below Ac the attractive regime prevails throughout both on approach (red) and retraction (blue). This can be deduced 
by observing that at other than A/A0_1 (light blue colored region) the phase always lies above 90◦. (c) and (d) As the 
free amplitude reaches Ac, a discrete transition between force regimes is observed. Note that the phase lies below 
90◦ in some regions of the curve (and at other than A/A0_1). At this point two (c) phase and (d) amplitude branches 
co-exist for a given separation zc. The co-existence of these two branches implies that the system displays bi-stability. 
Experimental parameters: cantilever model AC240TS, f0 = f ≈ 70 kHz, Q ≈ 150, and k ≈ 2 N/m. For (a) and (b) A0 ≈ 20 
nm while for (c) and (d) A0 ≈ 25 nm. The sample is aluminum (Al). 
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The relationship between the tip radius and the attractive and repulsive 
regimes 
 

As the tip radius increases, for example by scanning the surface, the critical amplitude Ac 

increases with it. The user should be thus aware that this parameter Ac might change during 

experiments. In fact, Ac can be used to monitor the stability of the tip radius. If it does not change, 

typically it means the tip has not changed. Again, this is discussed in Ref. 4. An example of tip 

variation is given in Figure 9. In particular, we see in the figure how the critical amplitude for the 

same cantilever-surface system varies with time. The tip-surface system is therefore varying 

with time. This means any attempt to scan the sample should take into consideration that the 

tip is not a constant parameter. The fact that the Ac observable changes with it can be exploited 

to monitor the changes.  

 
Figure 9: Sequence of APD curves obtained on a mica sample with an AC160TS cantilever where the corresponding 
amplitudes ((a), (c), (e)) and phases ((b), (d), (f)) are shown. The approach and retractions curves are shown in red 
and blue, respectively. The attractive and the repulsive regimes, and force transitions in the curves can be readily 
distinguished in both the amplitude and phase curves. These occur at different tip-sample separations during 
approach and retraction. Furthermore, step-like jumps in both amplitude and phase are observed. These are also a 
characteristic of bi-stability that can be used to establish if force transitions have occurred. The experimental 
parameters are: cantilever model AC160TS, f0 = f ≈ 300 kHz, Q ≈ 500, and k ≈ 40 N/m. The sample is mica. 
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